Lesson 6

Problem Set

1. <; >; completed place value chart; explanations will vary.
2. a. <
b. =
c. =
d. =
e. >
f. =
g. >
h. <
i. <
j. <
k. <

3. a. 3.04; 3.049; 3.05; 3.059
   b. 182.025; 182.05; 182.105; 182.205
4. a. 7.68; 7.608; 7.6; 7.068
   b. 439.612; 439.261; 439.216; 439.126
5. No; answers will vary; Angel has \( \frac{500}{1000} \) L, but Lance has \( \frac{485}{1000} \) L.
6. Dr. Hong prescribes the most; Dr. Evans prescribes the least; explanations will vary.

Exit Ticket

1. <
2. <

3. 76.343; 76.342; 76.332; 76.232

Homework

1. a. <
b. =
c. =
d. <
e. >
f. =
g. <
h. >
i. <
j. <

2. a. 8.008; 8.08; 8.081; 8.09
3. a. 8.58; 8.508; 7.5; 7.058
   b. 439.612; 439.261; 439.216; 439.126
4. James’s hand was bigger; explanations will vary.
5. Salvador’s plane traveled the farthest distance; Jennifer’s plane traveled the shortest distance; explanations will vary.